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غىنچىلىقىنى توھتۇتۇش ۋە  خىتاينىڭ ېئلىپ بېرىۋاتقان ېئرىقى قىر 
الشتۇرۇشنى جىددى تەلەپ قىلىمىزمۇستەملىكىسىنى ائھىر   

 

We Strongly Demand to Stop China’s Ongoing Genocide 

and End Its Occupation 
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We Strongly Demand to Stop China’s Ongoing Genocide 

and End Its Occupation 

 
It is well known that China occupied East Turkistan in 1949 by moving in 

hundreds of thousands of troops, killing high-ranking officials, including the 

president Exmetjan Qasimi, and spreading disinformation as it is doing 

today.  

As the representative of the people in occupied East Turkistan, especially 

Uyghurs who are on the verge of disappearing from the face of Earth: 

Uyghurs, Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Uzbeks, and Tatars have been crying for seven 

decades under China’s occupational and genocidal policies, such as political 
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indoctrination, forced child separation, forced starvation, torture, forced 

medication, rape, organ harvesting, nuclear testing, and mass killing. 

The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide 

was signed seventy years ago. The Convention promised that any acts of 

killing, bodily or mental harm, physical destruction, prevention of births, and 

forcible transferring of children must be punished. It is a tragedy and shame 

on the UN, which is still silent while China committed much more than that.   

The U.S. government and the seven parliaments have declared, many 

scientists including Dr. Zenz have proved, and camp survivors have 

repeatedly testified China’s atrocities as a genocide.  
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The failure of the UN to stop China’s ongoing genocide is equivalent to 

helping the spread of authoritarian ideology to the rest of the world. As a 

result, the happiness, dignity, and freedom of future generations will be 

taken. The failure to stop China’s ongoing genocide will let the future 

generation be turned into creatures who entertain, earn money, and preserve 

their internal organs for the authoritarians, as Uyghurs are facing today. 

If you can’t stop China’s ongoing genocide against Uyghurs, one day, every 

one of you will be charged guilty by history for paying too much attention to 

business and money rather than cherishing the rule of order and human 

rights. One day, every one of you will be charged guilty of treating the 
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precious Convention, which is written to honor seventy-five million 

sacrifices and more than one hundred fifty state signatures, as a blank paper. 

We demand all peace-loving leaders wake up and say “NO” to the tyranny 

before it’s too late. We insist you all will not allow China’s government to 

repeatedly break promises, steal properties, cover up the truths, spread 

disinformation, and develop bioweapons. Please reject the evil government 

for the sake of future generations. 

We also strongly demand you all not turn a blind eye to China’s ongoing 

silent and hidden genocide against Uyghurs. Take decisive actions such as 

deploying peacekeeping troops, abolishing trade agreements, and canceling  
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     October 1st, 2021 


